In this paper, we define the concept of pseudo fuzzy cosets of a fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group and pseudo fuzzy cosets of an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group with suitable examples. Also We discussed some of their properties.
Introduction
The notion of fuzzy sets was introduced by L.A. Zadeh [17] . Fuzzy set theory has been developed in many directions by many researchers and has evoked great interest among mathematicians working in different fields of mathematics. In 1971, Rosenfield [16] introduced the concept of fuzzy subgroup. R. Biswas [1] introduced the concept of anti fuzzy subgroup of group. Li Hongxing [3] introduced the concept of HX group and the authors Chengzhong et al. [5] introduced the concept of fuzzy HX group. Palaniappan.N. et al. [13] discussed the concepts of Anti fuzzy group and its Lower level subgroups. Muthuraj. R., et al. [9] discussed the concepts of Anti Q-fuzzy HX groups and its lower level subgroups. Bhattacharya [12] introduced fuzzy right coset and fuzzy left coset of a group. W. B. Vasantha kandasamy [16] introduced the concept of pseudo fuzzy cosets, and pseudo fuzzy double cosets of a fuzzy group of a group. In this paper we define the new concept of pseudo fuzzy cosets and pseudo fuzzy double cosets of a fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group and study some of their related properties.
Preliminary Notes
In this section, we site the fundamental definitions that will be used in the sequel. Throughout this paper, G = (G , *) is a group, e is the identity element of G, and xy, we mean x * y.
Definition[17]
Let X be any non empty set. A fuzzy subset µ of X is a function µ: X →[0, 1].
Definition[1]
A fuzzy set µ on G is called fuzzy subgroup of G if for x, y ∈ G. i. µ(xy) ≥ min {µ(x), µ(y)}. ii. µ(x −1 ) = µ(x).
A fuzzy set µ on G is called an anti fuzzy subgroup of G if for x, y ∈ G, i.
A fuzzy set µ on G is a fuzzy subgroup of G if and only if µ c is an anti fuzzy subgroup of G.
Definition[16]
Let µ be a fuzzy subgroup of a group G. Then the fuzzy coset (xµ) is defined by (xµ)(y) = µ(x −1 y) for every x ∈G. 2.5 Definition [16] Let µ be a fuzzy subgroup of a group G and let a ∈ G. Then the pseudo fuzzy coset (aµ) p is defined by (aµ) p (x) = p(a)µ(x) for every x ∈G and for some p ∈P, where P = {p = p(x)/p(x) ∈ [0, 1] for all x ∈ G}.
Example
Let G be the Kleins four group. Then G = {e, a, b, ab} where a 2 = e = b 2 , ab = ba and e is the identity element of G. Define a fuzzy subgroup µ on G as
Take the fuzzy subset p as follows.
Now we calculate the pseudo fuzzy cosets of µ. For the identity element e of the group G we have (eµ) P = µ.
and so on.
Note
It is easy to check that all the above pseudo fuzzy cosets of µ are fuzzy subgroups of G since µ(e) ≥ µ(x) for all x ∈ G.
Definition[15]
Let λ and µ be any two fuzzy subgroups of a group G, then pseudo fuzzy double coset (λxµ) P is defined by (λxµ) P (y) = (xλ) P (y) ∧ (xµ) P (y) where x ∈ G for some p ∈ P. Remark i. Let λ and µ be any two fuzzy subgroups of a group G, then pseudo fuzzy double coset (λxµ) P is also a fuzzy subgroup of the group G. ii. Let λ and µ be any two anti fuzzy subgroups of a group G, then pseudo fuzzy double coset (λxµ) P is also an anti fuzzy subgroup of the group G. 2.7 Definition [16] Let G be a group. A fuzzy subgroup µ of G is called normal if µ(x) = µ(y −1 xy) for all x, y ∈ G.
Definition[16]
Let G be a group. An anti fuzzy subgroup µ of G is called normal if µ(x) = µ(y −1 xy) for all x, y ∈ G. Remark i. Let λ and µ be any two fuzzy normal subgroups of a group G, then pseudo fuzzy double coset is also a fuzzy normal subgroup of G.
ii. Let λ and µ be any two anti fuzzy normal subgroups of a group G, then pseudo fuzzy double coset is also an anti fuzzy normal subgroup of G.
Definition[15]
Let µ be a fuzzy subgroup of a group G and H = {x ∈ G/µ(x) = µ(e)} then o(µ), order of µ is defined as o(µ) = o(H).
Definition[16]
Let µ be an anti fuzzy subgroup of a group G and H = {x ∈ G/µ(x) = µ(e)} then o(µ), order of µ is defined as o(µ) = o(H).
Definition
Let (G 1 , +) and (G 2 , *) be any two groups. A map f :
Let (G 1 , +) and (G 2 , *) be any two groups. A map f : G 1 → G 2 is said to be an anti isomorphism if for all x, y ∈ G 1 .
i. f is one-one ( that is, if f (x) = f (y) then x = y ) ii. f is onto ( that is, range of f = co-domain of f ) iii. f (x + y) = f (y) * f (x) for all x, y ∈ G 1 .
Pseudo fuzzy cosets of a fuzzy HX group and their properties
In this section, we define induced fuzzy subgroup and induced anti fuzzy subgroup of a fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group and discussed some of their related results. Also we define the concepts of pseudo fuzzy cosets, pseudo fuzzy double cosets of a fuzzy HX subgroup and anti fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group and discussed some of their related properties.
Definition[3]
Let G be a finite group. In 2 G − {φ}, a nonempty set ϑ ⊆ 2 G − {φ} is called a HX group on G, if ϑ is a group with respect to the algebraic operation defined by AB = {ab/a ∈ A and b ∈ B}, which its unit element is denoted by E.
Definition[11]
Let µ be a fuzzy subset defined on G. Let ϑ ⊆ 2 G − {φ} be a HX group on G. A fuzzy set λ µ defined on ϑ is said to be a fuzzy subgroup induced by µ on ϑ or a fuzzy HX subgroup on ϑ , if , for any A, B ∈ ϑ,
Example
Let G = {1, −1, i, −i} be a group under the binary operation multiplication and define a fuzzy set µ on G as µ (1) 
µ is a fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ. Remark i. If µ is a fuzzy subgroup of G then the fuzzy subset λ µ is a fuzzy HX subgroup on ϑ.
ii. Let µ be a fuzzy subset of a group G. If λ µ is a fuzzy HX subgroup on ϑ, then µ need not be a fuzzy subgroup of G.
Let G = {1, −1, i, −i} be a group under the binary operation multiplication and define a fuzzy set µ on G as µ(1) = 0.75, µ(-1)= 0.6, µ(i) = 0. 5 and µ(-i) = 0.55. Let ϑ = {{1, −1} , {i, −i}} be a HX group. Define a fuzzy subset λ µ on ϑ such that λ µ (A) = max {µ(x)/ for all x ∈ A ⊆ G}. Which gives λ µ ({1, −1})= 0.75, λ µ ({i, −i}) = 0.55. Clearly λ µ is a fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ, but µ is not a fuzzy subgroup of G.
Definition[11]
Let µ be a fuzzy subset defined on G. Let ϑ ⊆ 2 G − {φ} be a HX group on G. A fuzzy set λ µ defined on ϑ is said to be an anti fuzzy subgroup induced by µ on ϑ or an anti fuzzy HX subgroup on ϑ , if , for any A, B ∈ ϑ, i.
Example
Let G = {1, −1, i, −i} be a group under the binary operation multiplication and define a fuzzy set µ on G as µ(1) = 0.4, µ(-1) = 0.6, µ(i) = 0.7 and µ(-i) = 0.7. Let ϑ = {{1, −1} , {i, −i}}. Clearly ( ϑ, . ) is a HX group. Define λ µ (A) = min {µ(x)/for all x ∈ A ⊆ G}. Clearly λ µ ({1, −1}) = 0.4 and λ µ ({i, −i}) = 0.7 and if for all A, B ∈ ϑ, i.
If µ is an anti fuzzy subgroup of G then the fuzzy subset λ µ is also an anti fuzzy HX subgroup on ϑ.
ii. Let µ be a fuzzy subset of a group G. If λ µ is an anti fuzzy HX subgroup on ϑ, then µ need not be a fuzzy subgroup of G.
Let G = {1, −1, i, −i} be a group under the binary operation multiplication and define a fuzzy set µ on G as µ(1) = 0.25, µ(-1)= 0.6, µ(i) = 0. 75 and µ(-i) = 0.7. Let ϑ = {{1, −1} , {i, −i}} be a HX group. Define a fuzzy subset λ µ on ϑ such that λ µ (A) = min {µ(x)/for all x ∈ A ⊆ G}. Which gives λ µ ({1, −1})= 0.25, λ µ ({i, −i}) = 0.7. Clearly λ µ is an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ, but µ is not an anti fuzzy subgroup of G.
Definition
Let µ be a fuzzy subset defined on G and let λ µ be a fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ with λ µ (A) = max {µ(x)/for all x ∈ A ⊆ G}. For any A ∈ ϑ, Aλ µ defined by Aλ µ (X) = λ µ (A −1 X) for every X ∈ ϑ is called the fuzzy coset of a fuzzy HX group λ µ of determined by A.
Example
Let G be a Kleins four group. Then G = {e, a, b, ab} where a 2 = e = b 2 , ab = ba and e is the identity element of G. Define a fuzzy subset µ on G as,
Let ϑ = {{e, a} , {b, ab}} be a HX group on G. Define λ µ (A) = {max µ(x)/for all x ∈ A ⊆ G}. And we have
Clearly, λ µ is a fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ . Now, we compute the fuzzy cosets of λ µ .
[{e, a}
Remark i. Let µ be a fuzzy set defined on G and let λ µ be a fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ, then the fuzzy coset (Aλ µ ) is also a fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ if min{λ
iii. If λ µ is a fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ , and If A = E, then fuzzy coset (Aλ µ ) is also a fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ.
Definition
Let µ be a fuzzy subset defined on G and let λ µ be an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ with λ µ (A) = min {µ(x)/for all x ∈ A ⊆ G}. For any A ∈ ϑ , Aλ µ defined by Aλ µ (X) = λ µ (A −1 X) for every X ∈ ϑ , is called the fuzzy coset of a fuzzy HX group λ µ of ϑ determined by A.
Example
Let ϑ = {{e, a} , {b, ab}} be a HX group on G. Define λ µ (A) = min {µ(x)/for all x ∈ A ⊆ G}. And we have
[{e, a} λ µ ] (X) = 1/4 if X = {e, a} 1/2 if X = {b, ab}
Remark i. Let µ be a fuzzy set defined on G and let λ µ be an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ , then the fuzzy coset (Aλ µ ) is also an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ, if max{λ
iii. If λ µ is an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ , and If A = E, then fuzzy coset (Aλ µ ) is also an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ.
Definition
Let λ µ be a fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ and A ∈ ϑ. Then the pseudo fuzzy coset (Aλ µ ) P is defined by (Aλ µ ) P (X) = p(A)λ µ (X) for every X ∈ ϑ and for some p∈P where P = {p(X)/p(X) ∈ [0, 1], for all X ∈ ϑ}. Note:
i. If p(X) = 1 for all X ∈ ϑ, then (Xλ µ ) P = λ µ .
Example
Let G = {1, −1, i, −i} be a group under the binary operation multiplication and define a fuzzy set µ on G as µ (1) µ is a fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ. Let us take the fuzzy subset p as follows:
Then the pseudo fuzzy coset (Aλ µ ) P for every X ∈ ϑ, can be defined as,
Definition
Let λ µ be an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ and A∈ ϑ . Then the pseudo fuzzy coset (Aλ µ ) P is defined by ((Aλ µ ) P )(X) = p(A)λ µ (X) for every X∈ ϑ and for some p ∈ P. [where P = {p(X)/p(X) ∈ [0, 1], f orallX ∈ ϑ}. Note:
Example
Let G = {1, −1, i, −i} be a group under the binary operation multiplication and define a fuzzy set µ on G as µ(1) = 0.5, µ(-1) = 0.6, µ(i) = 0.7 and µ(-i) = 0.7. Let ϑ = {{1} , {−1}}. Clearly (ϑ ,.) is a HX group. Define λ µ (A) = min {µ(x)/for all x ∈ A ⊆ G}. Therefore λ µ ({1, −1}) = 0.5 and λ µ ({i, −i}) = 0.7 Clearly, λ µ is an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ. Let us take the fuzzy subset p as follows:
Definition
Let λ µ and γ η be any two fuzzy HX subgroups of a HX group , then pseudo fuzzy double coset (λ
P where X ∈ ϑ for some p ∈ P.
Example
Let G = {1, −1}, then (G,.) is a group and let ϑ = {{1} , {−1}}. Then (ϑ,.) is a HX group. Let λ µ and γ η are fuzzy sets on ϑ, can be defined usually as
It is easy to check the pseudo fuzzy cosets (Aλ µ ) P and (Aγ η )
Now the pseudo fuzzy double coset determined by (λ µ ) and (γ η ) is given by
Theorem
If λ µ be an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group , then the pseudo fuzzy coset (Aλ µ ) P is an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ. Proof Let λ µ be an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ . For every X and Y in ϑ we have, (Aλ µ )
Hence (Aλ µ ) P is an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group. Note (Aλ µ ) P is called as a pseudo anti fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ if p(A) ≥ p(E) for every A ∈ ϑ.
If λ µ be an fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group , then the pseudo fuzzy coset (Aλ µ ) P is also a fuzzy HX subgroup of a HX group ϑ. Proof It is clear from the theorem 3.1. Note (Aλ µ ) P is called as a pseudo fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ if p(A) ≤ p(E) for every A ∈ ϑ.
Intersection of any two pseudo fuzzy HX subgroup on a HX subgroup ϑ is also a fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ.
is also a fuzzy HX subgroup of the HX group ϑ.
Union of any two pseudo anti fuzzy HX subgroup on a HX subgroup ϑ is also an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of ϑ.
is also an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of the HX group ϑ.
Let λ µ and γ η be any two fuzzy HX subgroups of a HX group , then pseudo fuzzy double coset (λ µ Xγ η ) P determined by λ µ and γ η is also a fuzzy HX subgroup of the HX group ϑ.
P is also a fuzzy HX subgroup of the HX group ϑ.
Let λ µ and γ η be any two anti fuzzy HX subgroups of a HX group , then pseudo fuzzy double coset (λ µ Xγ η ) P determined by λ µ and γ η is also an anti fuzzy HX subgroup of the HX group ϑ. Proof Similar to the proof of theorem 3.5.
Let λ µ and γ η be any two fuzzy normal HX subgroups of a HX group , then pseudo fuzzy double coset (λ µ Xγ η ) P determined by λ µ and γ η is also a fuzzy normal HX subgroup of the HX group ϑ. Proof Similar to the proof of theorem 3.5.
Let λ µ and γ η be any two anti fuzzy normal HX subgroups of a HX group , then pseudo fuzzy double coset (λ µ Xγ η ) P determined by λ µ and γ η is also an anti fuzzy normal HX subgroup of the HX group ϑ. Proof Similar to the proof of theorem 3.6. Remark i. Union of any two pseudo fuzzy HX subgroups of a HX group need not be a fuzzy HX subgroup of the HX group.
ii. Intersection of any two pseudo anti fuzzy HX subgroups of a HX group need not be a anti fuzzy HX subgroup of the HX group.
Conclusion
Author redefined Fuzzy HX subgroups of a HX group in this paper and defined Anti fuzzy HX subgroups of a HX group . Pseudo fuzzy coset of fuzzy and anti fuzzy HX subgroups of a HX group is well defined with suitable examples and author discussed few important properties of them.
